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President’s Message
Fall 2015
This year summer actually did arrive and lasted throughout
September. During this time your LKO executive was kept busy
on your behalf. At our AGM on June 20 at the Curling Club in
Haliburton we were treated to an interesting presentation by
Monika Melichar of the Woodlands Wildlife Sanctuary about
the work done to protect and help the animals affected by
our presence. Murray Fearrey Reeve, of Dysart and Warden of
Haliburton County updated us on what was new at both the
county and township levels.
On July 11 we held our annual regatta (family fun day) at
Halimar Resort. Despite it being a beautiful day the event
was not very well attended. However those that did come out
had a fabulous time. I wish to thank Halimar for their ongoing
support of the LKO and especially thank Kirsten Sixt and her
team of enthusiastic volunteers for their efforts. Next year will
be the 10th anniversary of the regatta. If you would like this
event to continue and you would like to help please contact
Kirsten at ksixt@hullandhull.com.
The Love Your Lake shoreline evaluation letters finally came out
in late June and due to some defective programming at their
end we had to create and insert more complete instructions
in the letters. I would like to thank in particular Wendy Yeates,
Stephanie Wade and Jim Bertram for all their help in finally
getting the 600 letters out in early July. These letters went out
to all property owners on the lake, with instructions on how
to obtain either a free written or PDF copy of their individual
property assessment. We have been advised that only 142
reports have been ordered for Kashagawigamog and Grass
Lakes or about 30% of those assessed. This is not good. These
reports are a valuable tool for each of you to improve your
lakefront to promote continuing lake health. Remember if we
lose the lake health you lose property value. If you haven’t
ordered your report, please do so and if you have please talk
to your neighbours about ordering theirs.

in naturalizing a section of the Gull River at Rotary Park in
Minden. For more information go to www.lko.ca for updates
on this valuable project.
On July 25 the LKO and our board member Jim Bertram
hosted a septic inspection day at his cottage on Wigamog
Rd. The premise was to take a system that appeared to be
in good working order and do a thorough inspection by a
qualified inspector who could use the opportunity to educate
the attendees. About 10 property owners attended this very
informative presentation. The inspector discovered a crack in
the end wall of the 25 year old concrete tank that will require
remedial work. Jim has graciously agreed to chronicle the
experience for us in articles that will appear in upcoming
newsletters. Our septic systems are probably the most
important yet neglected part of our cottage infrastructure,
and when in failure are the biggest contributor to the
decrease in the health of our lake.
As you know our monthly e-newsletter has been produced
by our web-master Hugh Switzer. As of October this job has
been taken over by our secretary Jane Nugent. Thank you
Hugh for initializing this added feature for our members,
and the many excellent issues that kept us informed and
entertained, and a big thank you to Jane for taking this over.
The October edition was excellent!
Finally I would like to thank our board members, advertisers,
sponsors and you our members for supporting the work of
the LKO.
Season’s Greetings and all the best over the winter. See you
in the spring.

Gary Wiles

As a result of our participation in the above project and in
partnership with the Coalition of Haliburton Property Owners’
Associations, Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada
and Watersheds Canada we obtained funding to naturalize
2 properties on our lake. On September 22 LKO volunteers
helped with the planting of native trees and bushes at the
Romberger Property on Strawberry Drive in Minden Hills
and the Arnone Property on Wigamog Rd in Dysart. These
are very different lots in different locations on our lake and
I look forward to following the results over the coming
years. On September 26 we assisted other lake associations
2
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The Screened Room...

...Perfected
HIGHWAY 35

MINDEN’S MAIN STREET

12281 Highway 35 • Minden K0M 2K0 • www.carriage-house.ca • 705-286-2994
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Love Your Lake

Shoreline Assessment Report For Lake Kashagawigamog and Grass Lake
At the end of last summer, 569 shoreline properties on Lake
Kashagawigamog and 109 on Grass Lake were assessed by
staff trained in using the Love Your Lake Shoreline Assessment
protocol. This summer, each property owner should have
received a letter with instructions outlining how to obtain
their individual report.
Each shoreline property included in the program was given
Summary
Report
April 2015

percentage classifications in four possible classes (natural,
regenerative, ornamental, and degraded), rounded to the
nearest ten percent. This was based on shoreline development,
retaining walls, and shoreline vegetation. These percentages
Photograph Example*
were not included in individual landowner reports. They were

used to calculate the overall percentages of developed and
natural shorelines on the full lake report. Both the lake report
for Lake Kashagawigamog and the lake report for Grass Lake
can be found online at www.lko.ca.
It is recommended for the health of a lake to aim for no more
than 25% of the shoreline be developed for access to the lake
and recreational space leaving the rest natural. Therefore,
75% of the shoreline should be left in a natural state in
order to provide maximum benefit to the health of the lake.
Regrettably, both Lake Kashagawigamog and Grass Lake
are well above the recommended limit of 25% developed
shoreline.

Results for Lake Kashagawigamog & Grass Lake
ORNAMENTAL – All natural vegetation
has been removed and replaced with
mowed lawn and other non-native
vegetation; structures such as docks,
decks, boathouses and boat ramps are
predominantly present at the shore.
Kashagawigamog – 48% of the
shoreline
Grass Lake – 56% of the shoreline

It is recommended
that shoreline
property owners

Summary Report

REGENERATIVE – Natural vegetation
has been removed in the past, but is in
the process of growing back towards a
natural state.

April 2015

Kashagawigamog – 30% of the
shoreline
Grass Lake – 20% of the shoreline

Photograph Example*

engage in
naturalization
projects to
further decrease
the ornamental
percentage and

NATURAL – A healthy buffer of
vegetation and/or a natural shoreline
of sand or exposed rock that is
undisturbed and undeveloped.

increase the
regenerative and
natural

Kashagawigamog – 30% of the
shoreline
Grass Lake – 20% of the shoreline
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The Importance of Naturalizing Your Shoreline
Ultimately, the more native shoreline vegetation a lake has,
the healthier the lake system. While shoreline vegetation aids
in soil stabilization, pollutant filtration, and overall lake health,
it is also the best defense against most erosion problems. A
good underground root network keeps soil in place, while
a healthy buffer of vegetation prevents topsoil from being
exposed and washed away. Shoreline vegetation nearest to
and even in the water, such as aquatic and wetland plants,
absorbs wave energy before it reaches the shoreline, further
reducing the impact of erosion as waves, undercut and wash
away the bank.

to learn more about how to best protect their shoreline
properties. By maintaining the natural shoreline, and with a
few changes, residents of Lake Kashagawigamog can enjoy
the benefits of the lake for years to come.

Membership Report
We close the year with 268 members.
We thank you for your continued support!

Natural buffers also provide habitat for wildlife, both aquatic
and terrestrial. They improve habitat for fish by shading and
cooling the water and they provide protective cover for
birds, mammals and other wildlife that feed, breed and rear
young near water. Local wildlife has also been known to aid
natural buffer creation by spreading native plant seeds from
neighboring forests (via their fur, feathers, or excrement),
which also adds genetic diversity and strengthens these
natural buffers.
Kashagawigamog Lake property owners are encouraged
to use the material in their individual report as a resource

Dawson
Insurance Brokers Ltd.

191 Highland St. Suite 102 Haliburton K0M 1S0

AUTO
HOME / COTTAGE / BUSINESS
•
•
•
•
•

Your Best
Insurance Is An
Insurance Broker

Personal Service For You
Seasonal Homeowner Package
New Discount for Cottage Association Members!
Auto / Homeowner Package Discounts
65 Years in Haliburton

705-457-2411
Toll Free: 1-800-582-5217 Fax: 705-457-3932
www.dawsoninsurance.ca
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5 p.m. Sat. by appointment
FALL 2015
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Loon Survey
We have chicks!

This summer, four LKO members (Jim Bertram, Glenda Bryson,
Bruce Doidge and Cathy Newman) undertook a survey of the
loons of Kashagawigamog and Grass Lakes on behalf of Bird
Studies Canada. Last summer there were no chicks reported
on these lakes and some of us were concerned that the
fluctuations in water levels were causing the problem. Loons
are very awkward on land and nest right beside the water.
Rising water will flood the nests and falling water leaves the
nest too far away. We are pleased to report that there are three
chicks this year; one on Grass Lake, and two on Kash. This is
just a little bit less than what is required to maintain a stable
population, but I was warned that it is a bad idea to draw
conclusions from just one year, 10 is much better.
Surveying the loons was a very interesting experience and
we all learned a lot. We are told that loons are very territorial
and mate for life. However, of the estimated 24 adult loons we
saw on the two lakes, only 14 seemed to be paired up with
the other 10 apparently single. On several occasions we also
found more than two loons together, which might indicate
that they are much less territorial if they don’t have young to
look after. By August, the pair bonds seemed to have largely

disappeared and we saw
up to eight loons together
in one small area. We also
observed loons flying late in the summer, which we had rarely
seen earlier. This combination of assembling in groups and
increased flying made the August count very difficult and I
ended up assuming that the numbers have stayed much the
same throughout the summer.
One bit of trivia we found very interesting is that very rarely,
loons will “portage” from one lake to another. Apparently, if
there are no nesting sites on a lake with very good fish stocks,
they will walk from the nesting lake to the fishing lake, with
their newborn chicks. As four loons, 2 adult and 2 chicks, need
about 4 kilos of fish a day, the reason seems obvious, but it is
very risky as loons are helpless on land.
I certainly enjoyed the loon survey and am looking forward to
doing it again next year. For anyone who is interested in loons
or other birds, I recommend the Bird Studies website, www.
birdscanada.org
Jim Bertram

Humidifiers • Air Cleaners
HRV’s • Wifi Thermostats
Upgrades For Your System!
Serving The Haliburton Highlands Since 1982
. Propane - Oil - Electric
. Furnaces, Boilers, Hot Water Heaters, Fireplaces
. Heat Pumps & Air Conditioners
. Floor Warming Systems
. Geothermal Systems
. Duct Design & Installations
. Residential & Commercial
. Free On-site Estimates
. 24 Hour Emergency Service

Head Office &

Scott Neilson at: 705.457.2375
or Toll Free: 1.866.457.2375
FALL 2015

Fireplace Showroom:

81 Mallard Road, Haliburton
www.walkershvac.com
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Love Your Lake Naturalization Project
Two sites on Lake Kashagawigamog were chosen to be
“naturalized” demonstration sites as part of the Love Your Lake
Project funded by Fisheries and Oceans Canada and a partnership
between the Canadian Wildlife Federation, Watersheds Canada
and the Coalition of Haliburton Property Owners Associations.
Courtney Allison of Watersheds Canada evaluated both sites
early in the summer season.

On September 23rd, Courtney and Chloe Lajoie also of
Watersheds Canada assisted the two cottage owners and
volunteers from the LKO in the planting of native trees and
bushes on both properties.
As well, a municipal demonstration site located at Minden Rotary
Park on the Gull River was naturalized on September 26th with the
help of 5 volunteers from the Lake Kashagwigamog Organization.

Planting September 23, 2015

The Planting Team

Courtney Allison & Chloe LaJoie

Your Water Specialists
Your Source for Quality Pumps
- Systems
Winter Water
-- and Filtration
Water Treatment
Waste Water Systems
-- Hot Tubs
Beachcomber
Outdoor Furniture
And Much More...

705-457-2638
beachcomber
HOT TUBS
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1-888-312-Pump

www.thepumpshop.ca

Serving Cottage Country
Since 1987
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The Arnonne Property 1978 Wigamog Road – Dysart et al.

Welcome to the 28th Annual
Haliburton County Studio Tour!

Rotary Park Minden –
September 26, 2015

2015

The Romberger Property –
1110 Strawberry Drive – Minden Hills

HALIBURTON

studio
tour

COUNTY

28 thAnnual

October 3rd & 4th 10am - 5pm
Thanksgiving weekend
Oct. 10th & 11th 10am - 5pm

www.haliburtonstudiotour.on.ca
FALL 2015
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Septic Inspections

Inspections are a necessary part of the
operation and maintenance of a septic tank
Management is an important
issue for the successful
performance of any
onsite system. Part of
that management is having
your septic tank inspected and
pumped on a regular basis. It is generally recommended that a septic tank be
pumped every 35 years but pumping frequency will depend on several different
factors. The most important factors include, but are not limited to, the size of
the septic tank, household practices, and water usage. Because these factors are
variable and unique to each situation, periodic inspections should be conducted to
determine the condition of the tank and its components and whether or not the
tank should be pumped.
How will I know if there is a problem with my septic system?
If your septic system is not functioning properly, you may notice the following signs:
• Large amounts of algae growth occur in or around nearby lakes or water bodies;
• Sinks, showers and toilets back up with sewage or drain slowly;
• The lawn over the leaching bed has patches of abnormally healthy-looking grass;
• There are soggy areas, areas with surfacing grey water, or areas with surfacing
sewage on
or near the leaching bed;
• The lawn above the leaching bed is wet;
• There is a sewage odour in your home or over the area of your leaching bed;
• Nearby well water tests indicate high levels of nitrates, bacteria, or other
contaminants;
• Dosing pumps, if your system has them, run constantly or not at all.
What should I expect when I have my septic tank inspected?
A septic inspection entails the close examination of all accessible components of the
wastewater system. Septic tanks are pumped at the time of the inspection to verify
integrity, composition, and capacity to ensure adequacy for the size of dwelling that
it is intended to service.
Prior to the pumper arriving on site, the inspector will put a stress load of wastewater
on the system, which will be representative as to what a family would generate in
a 3 hour timeframe.
From there, the inspector will do a visual inspection of the entire bed and mantle of
the septic field .
At the time of pumping the inspector will closely observe the liquid levels within
the tank to ensure that there is no flow back from the bed into the tank. All of the
components of the septic tank are inspected for structural integrity and that the
tank size is adequate to service the home/cottage, and is adequate for expansion.
All setbacks are closely measured to ensure proper clearances have been maintained
from wells (yours and your neighbours), lakes, rivers, springs and structures
(garages, additions, swimming pools, tennis courts, driveways etc.)

10
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Types of septic inspections...
There are two types of septic inspections, Level 1 and 2.
Level 1 Septic System Inspections is comprised of the following : Visual inspection
A basic visual inspection and reporting of information (Performed by home inspector
or other expert). Some municipalities require this test be performed only by
specifically licensed septic inspectors or engineers. Tank pumping not necessary.
Approximate cost: $100-$150 (not including pumping if required)
Level 2 Septic System Inspections is comprised of the following: Visual, Open and
Inspect Septic Tank, Pump and Pumping Chamber
We at HomePro Central On. Inc. believe that only a Level 2 septic inspection can fully
access the integrity of your septic. The inspection is performed by a licensed septic
inspectors since tank pumping is needed.
• Inspect the septic tank: locate, excavate if needed, open, inspect the septic tank;
• Determine the septic system capacity and tank conditions, scum,and sludge levels,
baffle condition, etc.;
• Pump and inspect the emptied septic tank and septic tank, inlet and outlets and
baffles;
• Pumping Chamber: locate, excavated, and inspect the wiring, pump placement, and
presence of check value.

HomePro Central On. Inc: $310.75 (HST incl.) plus the pumping fee
How do I arrange a septic inspection?
HomePro Inspections Central Ontario Inc. has been in operation since 1997 serving
Haliburton County, Kawartha Lakes and Muskoka. At the end of the septic inspection
you will receive a written report, remedial action, along with a clear, concise, and
complete understanding of your septic.
To book your septic inspection or for more information, please visit us at
www.homeproco.com or feel free to contact us at 1-800-832-0519 or 705-455-9055,
alternatively via email at homeproco@gmail.com .
Looking forward to work with you in regards to your septic needs or concerns…
Michael Rahme

RhubaRb
restaurant

9201 Hwy 118, Carnarvon, corner of Hwy 35 & 118
705-489-4449 • info@rhubarbhaliburton.com • rhubarbhaliburton.com
find us on facebook at rhubarbhaliburton & boshkungbrewing
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Woodlands Wildlife Sanctuary
2146 Duck Lake Rd, Minden, ON
Phone: (705) 286-1133

Woodlands Wildlife Sanctuary is located on 45 acres near
Minden, Ontario. With over 25 years experience working with
wildlife, Monika Melichar B.Sc. is licensed as a MNR Wildlife
Custodian and holds a Migratory Bird Permit with the Canadian
Wildlife Services. Along with her partner Whitebear, they have
dedicated their lives for the betterment of all creation.
Woodlands Wildlife Sanctuary is a 100% volunteer-based
registered charitable organization that maintains a year round
wildlife rehabilitation sanctuary.
Injured and orphaned animals are accepted without
discrimination of species, rehabilitated and appropriately
released back into their natural habitats.
Wildlife that is deemed non-releasable may find sanctuary at
WWS, and be considered for the Educational Program.
This past summer, WWS rehabilitated well over 500 animals
but they couldn’t have done it without the help of many
their dedicated volunteers. Thinking of helping wildlife in
need? WWS is always looking for more animal caregivers,
transport drivers, office help/bookkeeping, fundraising, and
cage construction help. Give them a call if you would like to
join their wildlife team next spring!
Receiving animals from all across the province, their work
is exemplified in a recent video that went viral on Facebook
and YouTube, currently at over 8 million views! It’s a story of
two injured foxes that were left for dead on the side of the
road, and how it took a village to get them back on their feet
again. Definitely a must see! Just visit their website and make
sure to have a tissue handy!
When kindhearted people unselfishly give of their time and
resources to help an animal in distress ... Miracles Happen!
TAMMY THE FOX
Tammy the fox was found nearly lifeless; left for dead on the side
of an Ontario highway. Regardless of how the animal’s condition
came to be, it would take the efforts of several remarkable
humans to revive her. The first step to Tammy’s recovery

12

occurred when
volunteer
d r i v e r s
Elizabeth and
Anne rushed
the fading fox
to the sanctuary. With
Tammy’s
rehabilitation
attempt officially under
way, the rescuers still
“hoped for a miracle.”
Dr. Sherri Cox from the
National Wildlife Centre
was called to the scene
to facilitate Tammy’s
recovery, and slowly but
surely, the “miracle happened”: Tammy was beginning to
regain her strength. She was beginning to stand on her own.
She was beginning to look and act like a healthy fox.
That’s when Todd came into the picture. Todd is another
adorable fox that the sanctuary was rehabilitating. The two
foxes were introduced and became instant friends (you could
say they met in rehab!). They were released together earlier
this fall.

HIGHLAND
(705)
1-888
WWW.

457-GLAS

.com

Improving Your View Since 1983!

WINDOWS & DOORS
457-4527 Cell: 854-1880
Peter Zahn

peterzahn@me.com

888705-
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Accessing Your
Shoreline Assessment
Report

Septic Pumping
Septic & Holding Tanks Pumped

705. 457.1152
Mike & Laura Shepherd

Year Round Service
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Email: lshepherd@shepherdenvironmental.ca

ONLINE
Follow the instructions in the Love Your Lake letter
that you received in August or check the website
www.lko.ca for full instructions.
You will need your unique survey code.
BY PHONE OR MAIL
Phone or write to the Canadian Wildlife Federation
Be sure to have your municipal address on the lake and
your tax role number available.
Terri-Lee Reid
Conservation Researcher
350 Michael Cowpland Drive,
Kanata, ON K2M 2W1
CanadianWildlifeFederation.ca
t 1.877.599.5777 | 613.599.9594

Please call me to discuss
your free market
evaluation.
Melanie Vigrass

SMARTER. BOLDER. FASTER.

Sales Representative
Office: 705 286 2138 x 32
Direct: 705 754 5494
Toll Free: 1 866 545 6134
Fax: 705 286 1184
Email: melanie@melanievigrass.ca

Have a Safe and Healthy
Summer!
Each office is Independently Owned and Operated. ® and ™ trademarks owned by Century 21 Real estate LLC used under license or authorized sub-license.
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Haliburton Highlands Blue Dot Movement:
The Who, What, When, Where, Why
THE WHO
The Haliburton Highlands Blue Dot Movement is part of
the David Suzuki Foundation national Blue Dot Movement.
Environment Haliburton! is the local lead organization.

THE WHAT

Protect health: through “the creation of new environmental
laws, or require existing ones to be strengthened. This will
have an immediate, direct impact on the quality of the air,
water and land that our health depends on”
Stop attacks on environmental laws: through stopping
“harmful law rollbacks — like the sweeping changes buried in
the 2012 federal omnibus budget bills — before they happen,
and ensure that efforts to protect the air, water and land on
which we all depend stand the test of time” (quotes from The
right to a healthy environment. Canada’s time to act. Ecojustice
Heather Ross for the HHBD team of Andrea, Carolynn, Dave, Jean,
Randy, Shirley and Terry

www.environmenthaliburton.ca		
www.bluedot.ca
For more information
www.bluedot.ca

www.environmenthaliburton.ca
For
more information
www.bluedot.ca
www.environmenthaliburton.ca

The Blue Dot Movement is a national campaign to have
our right to a safe and healthy environment enshrined in
the Canadian Constitution. The first step in the campaign
is to achieve declarations by our municipal governments
to do all they can to ensure that our local environments are
safe and healthy. There is a petition campaign unfolding
throughout the nation and in the Haliburton Highlands
asking our local governments to “recognize its citizens’ rights
to a healthy environment. These rights include breathing clean
air, drinking fresh water, consuming safe food, accessing nature,
knowing about pollutants released into the local environment
and participating in government decisions that will affect the
environment. History shows that the greatest changes start
with simple acts of local leadership. That is why I am calling on
Reeve and Council to enact a declaration recognizing the Right
to a Healthy Environment.” The combination of signatures and
municipal declarations provides a strong grass roots indication
of our support for a healthy environment.

that — regardless of who they are or where they live — every
Canadian is entitled to a minimum standard of environmental
quality.”

THE WHEN
The goal of the national movement is to achieve a
Constitutional amendment within the next five years. The goal
of the Haliburton Highlands Blue Dot Movement is to gather
as many signatures as possible over the summer. In the fall,
supported by many signatures, we will approach our municipal
councils asking for a municipal declaration. We expect to have
municipal declarations from all 5 Councils by the end of 2015.

THE WHERE
The Haliburton Highlands Blue Dot Movement has taken
the petition to events, markets, dances, festivals, wherever
we congregate. We have now closed our petitioning and are
preparing for presentations to the five Haliburton Councils.
For supporters who have not yet signed the petition it can be
found at www.bluedot.ca.

THE WHY
The guarantee of a healthy environment in our Constitution
will:
Promote equality: “by compelling governments to recognize
14
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Water Quality Testing
For the most recent results of our water quality
testing program, please visit www.lko.ca & click on
our community/water quality testing.

Visit The LKO Website
www.lko.ca

Please Remember
To Support Our
Newsletter
Advertisers

FALL 2015
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Picture From The Past
Kenmar Fire in the early 1950’s
Does anyone know the actual year ?

11588 Hwy 35
Minden, Ont
705-286-2750
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3572 County Rd 21
Haliburton, Ont
705-457-2282
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Family Fun Day
SATURDAY JULY 11, 2015

This year’s summer program featured over 300 courses and
welcomed more than 2000 people. The 2016 program is under
construction and promises exciting new opportunities in combination with
perennial favourites.
The Haliburton School of The Arts is a wonderful place to learn, grow and
create with programming for the entire family. We hope you can include a
summer art experience in your plans for next year’s summer activities at
the cottage.
Gift certificates available.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
15-week Art Certificates
Visual and Creative Arts Diploma
Expressive Arts Post-Graduate Certificate
Studio Process Advancement Post-Graduate Program – New
Integrated Design Diploma – New

Haliburton School of The Arts, Fleming College
297 College Dr.
Haliburton, ON K0M 1S0
705-457-1680 or 866-353-6464 ext. 3
createit@hsta.ca
For information on all our programs:

FALL 2015

hsta.ca
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Cottage • Home • Auto • Recreation

888-522-4999

n

705-286-4727

info@hudsonhenderson.com n www.hudsonhenderson.com

Call us today for a competitive quote!

3 Season rooms

Louvered roof patio covers

Screen enclosures

Canadian Winters

“The Canadian Lanai”
Call TODAY for a FREE QUOTE!
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Cottage
Corner
EMMERSON LUMBER LTD
63 Maple Ave., Box 150, Haliburton, ON
(705) 457-1550 • (888) 339-3325

We encourage you to send us your
cottage story for publication in the
newsletter – 200 to 300 words about
anything you want to tell us.
Articles can be sent to Stephanie Wade –
stephaniewade@rogers.com

FALL 2015
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Haliburton Highlands Health Services
Communication to Lake Associations: October 2015
Thank you for the opportunity to inform and update the
members concerning their hospitals, health care facilities and
community programs.
On October 1, 2014, HHHS launched a Community Support
Services Division following the integration with the
Community Hospice Program provided by SIRCH, the Adult
Day Program operated by the Victorian Order of Nurses
(VON) and the full array of programs offered by Community
Care Haliburton County. As a result of these programs being
transferred to HHHS, we now have 3 Divisions: Hospital
Services including Acute, Diagnostic and Emergency Care;
Long Term Care; and, Community Programs and Services that
also include Mental Health Services and End of Life Palliative
and Hospice Care. Since that time, we have been working to
expand and coordinate these important health services with
our community partners.
Since receiving approval and ongoing base funding of $1.1
Million from the Province last January 2015, we have been
working diligently to implement new programs that will
improve access to community services and support people to
stay longer in their homes, including:
A Geriatric Assessment Intervention Network (GAIN) Team
of clinicians to care for frail elderly patients and support
them to live healthier in their home
Additional assisted living services for high risk seniors
A new Community Physiotherapy Clinic
A Palliative Care Community Team
Our revised plans for the Haliburton Highlands Palliative
Centre have been developed and submitted to the Ministry of
Health and Long Term Care for review and approval. Revised
plan costs are estimated at $900,000 and we are planning
for a Spring 2016 construction start once we receive all the
approvals. We appreciate the support of the HHHS Foundations’
Making Moments Matter Campaign for the Centre. Due to
the generosity of so many, $850,000 has been raised towards
the $900,000 goal! We look forward to welcoming you to the
ground breaking celebration next Spring.
In September 2014, HHHS introduced a new Ultrasound service
and with the support of the Foundation and the community
purchased the most modern equipment. The Haliburton
Highlands Health Radiothon at the end of this past September
raised $35,000 which will enable HHHS to purchase the
technology to begin providing Echocardiography within our
new Ultrasound suite. These new services provide diagnostic
care closer to home. We will continue to expand our Diagnostic
20

Imaging Department in the future with Bone Density and
Mammography Testing. We are fortunate, that the HHHS
Foundation has committed to funding this priority health care
service that will once again offer care closer to home.
Our Telemedicine Suites continue to offer one-on-one
consultations accompanied by our Registered Nurse Coordinator with a wide array of Specialists from across the
province to ensure patients receive the follow up and care
without travelling long distances. If anyone is travelling long
distances for initial or follow-up consultations with Specialists,
they should inquire whether our Telemedicine service could
be used instead.
Following a number of years of planning and discussion at the
Board level, HHHS is now partnering with Lakeridge Health,
Ross Memorial Hospital, Northumberland Hills Hospital and
Campbellford Memorial Hospital to acquire a new Hospital
Information System. Once in place, HHHS will implement an
Electronic Patient Record to ensure all our patient information
is captured electronically which will enhance patient care
and safety and ensure the timely flow of patient information
to other care providers in the Highlands or in larger referral
hospitals for better coordinated care.
All of the above services would not be possible without
the support of the Haliburton Highlands Health Services
Foundation. The investment of significant technology, priority
and vital equipment and capital improvements enable our
professional staff to provide the best care possible right here
at home. We are thankful also to the Minden and Haliburton
Auxiliaries for their fundraising and volunteer efforts that
support the delivery of care across the two sites.
We are continuing to develop as a comprehensive “Rural
Health Care Hub” right here in the Haliburton Highlands and
will become a model for the province in delivering care in rural
and remote communities. We appreciate the support of the
local newspapers and radio stations in getting our information
out and encouraging community engagement in their health
care. We will continue our communication to the public to
consider future expansion and improvements to our services.
With the generosity of the entire Haliburton Highlands
community and beyond, we can aspire to achieve our Vision
to be “Leaders in Innovative Rural Health Care”. Thank You!
If you would like any further information or have any questions,
please contact me at veskedjian@hhhs.on.ca or 705-457-2527.
Varouj Eskedjian, HHHS President and CEO
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PET

CORNER

We encourage you to send
pictures of your pet(s) to be
included in the newsletter.
Kirsten Sixt and Ian Hull’s dog
Lola relaxing at the cottage

Please include the name(s) of
the pet(s), your name and a
caption for the picture. Send to:
stephaniewade@rogers.com

Dream or
dream home?

Pre-arrange your mortgage and shop with confidence knowing the
rate and payments schedule are guaranteed for up to 90 days.*
To explore your mortgage options, contact:
Laurie Johnson, Financial Services Manager
Tel.: 705-457-1519 | laurie.johnson@bmo.com
* BMO Bank of Montreal usual credit conditions must be met. ® Registered trade-marks of Bank of Montreal.
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11588 Hwy 35
Minden, Ont
705-286-2750

3572 County Rd 21
Haliburton, Ont
705-457-2282

®, TM and the BRP logo are trademarks of Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. or its affiliates

Welcome to the Highlands
Six weeks of Great Live Theatre . . .
July & August

HighlandsSummerFestival.on.ca
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CHOOSE CHESTNUT PARK!

It is one of your biggest investments. Choose your REALTOR® wisely.

Greg McInnis
Sales Rep.

Shirley Rule
Broker

Chestnut Park Real Estate
Limited Brokerage

Rob Serediuk
Sales Rep.

Sales Rep.

* Total MHAR waterfront sales volume run against Haliburton - search dates Jan 1-Dec 31, 2012 , 2013 and 2014 - 50% being allocated to each end of the sale
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Member Directory
Sante and Juliana Aceti
John Adams and Caroline Stade
Don and Maris Anderson
Egidro Annecchini
Pat and Heather Arnone
Eva Babbs
Tony and Heather Bates
Ross and Jo-Anne Beer
Geoff and Bree Bell
Gerald Bergin
Jim Bertram and Bonnie Foster
Kevin and Mary Best
Donald and (Helen) Cookie Biback
G.R. Blake
Jim and Linda Bonner
Corrado Bordonali & Mary Anne McElroy
William Ritchie Bremner
Gary and Dawn Brohman
Fred and Sandra (Sandy) Brown
Russell and Wendy Brown
Rodney and Jennifer Bruce
Michael and Glenda Bryson
Rob Bryson and Andrea Black
Ellen Budd
Dr. David and Andrea Butera
Sean and Karen Carr
Donna Carson
Bob Carter and Nell Thomas
Glen and Leona Carter
John and Bonnie Carter
Todd and Kristel Chalmers
William and Maureen Chandler
Nantel & Steven Chantler
Alexandra and John Chesney
Lynn and John Childs
Glen and Renee Chuba
Jean and Leith Clarke
Larry Clarke and Shelly Houser
Keith and Aileen Coates
Owen Colborne and Debra Scott-Colborne
Ben Collings and Jeanette Dunke
Ken and Charmaine Collins
Judy and Deane Collinson
Kathy Conlan
Ed and Mary Copeland
Charles Coupal
John and Rosalie Cowan
Marg Cox
Susan Craig
Patrick and Ramona Cronin
Jennifer and Brian Croppo
Neil and Cathy Cruickshank
Norman and Jean Cruickshank
Sandre Daoust and Brian
Larry Dart and Jean
Marilyn Davies
Gary and Nancy Davis
Arthur and Anne Dawson
Johan de Greef and Jane Nugent
John Deadman
Paul Dearle and Carol Robinson
Bill and Sue Dmytrenko
Bruce and Anne Doidge
Don and Karen Dunsmore
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Robert and Darlene Durand
Michael Elstone
Rhonda Elstone
John & Beverly Enright
Anweiler Erin and Liam Parkes
Doug and Denise Etherington
Muma Family
Ptolemy Family
Murray Fearrey
Mark Feldman and Adelle Atkinson
S. Ferracuti and K Gammon
Ron and Anne Fiegehen
Ken and Marg Fielding
Don and Wendy Fraser
James and Elizabeth Freure
Stewart and Dianne Fryer
Paul and Ruth Gardiner
Dave and Sue Garner
Jack and Janet Gerrow
Howard Gomes and Lois Holmes
Joan Grabowski and Walter
Bev and Ian Grant
Marjorie and James Grant
Debbie and Gerri Greenham
James Gregory and Rosalie
Margaret Greig
Paul Grise and S Fournier
Betty Guminny and Bill
Richard and Sharon Guyatt
Jurgen and Jurgen Haedicke
Jeff Haime and Deborah Ouellette
Lori and George Hamilton
Tom and Carol Hancock
Ann & Paul Harrop
Len Henderson and Betsy
Heyes and Jane
Tim Higgins and Judy
John and Rosemary Hincks
Warren Hogg
David and Margaret Hollands
Marlene Hollefriend
Lorraine Howell
Dr. Jean Hunnisett
Caroline and Henry A. Hunter
Ward J.C. and Theresa Hymmen
Steven Iczkovitz and Catherine Spears
Norma and Ray Isaacs
John and Christine Johnson
Leonard and Angela Jones
Jim and Joan Joseph
Jim Jussila and Wendy Hampson
Gordon Kavanagh and Beverley Kavanagh
Susan Keith
Aaron and Ada Kelly
Michele Kennedy-McTeague & Peter McTeague
Randy and Vicki King
Margaret Kinnear
Derek Knowles and Juni
Boris Kogut
Jo-Anne LaForty and Jeff McIlveen
Murray and Nancy Lahn
Ken and Marian Langdon
Reginald Laventure
Don Leask and Dianne

Richard D. Lee
Heather Lindsay
Len and Karina Logozar
John and Barbara Loosemore
Neil and Sherry Lougheed
Gaye Lytle
Brian and Diane MacDonald
Craig Macdonald
Patricia Mackie
Jane and Jane MacLachlan
Stewart MacLeod and Rose McAloon
Ernie and Marion Magee
Frances Maher
Simon Mankin and Charlotte Reeder
Olga Mark
Gordon Marrs
Michael Martin and Susan Crema-Martin
Tom McCrae
Dr. Megan McKee and Dr. Jenny Hodges
Bill McMullen
Marty and Janet McMullen
Thomas McMullen and Patricia
Tom McMullen
Karen McQuade and Chris Locock
Margot Menzies and Greg Kovacheff
Rae Miles and Gayle
Jim Misener and Christine Brown
Shirley Moebus
Chris Montgomery
Laura and KC Moran
Larry and Julie Moynes
Janet Mulder
Ken Murray and Emma Robinson
Cathy Newman
Anne Nickson
Lois and William Nixon
Douglas and Debbie Noiles
Clifford Ottaway and Patricia Erickson
Klara and Peter Oyler
Janice and Sam Palumbo
Tom and Barbara Parish
Dick Parkinson
Graham and Janet Parkinson
TW Paton and Christina
Lance and Martine Payne
Carrie and Dave Pearce
Stan Peck and Mary
Timothy Pellew
Gordon Perkin
Nathan Petrini
John and Christine Postlethwaite
John Puffer and Heather Godden
Shelly Rae
John Randazzo
Dan Read and Aoife Conway
Lynda Redwood-Campbell & Spencer Campbell
Gail Richards
Sandra Riches and Lou Vavougeos
Janice Rickerby
Cristina and Alfredo Rico
Steve & Susan Rivett
Steve and Andrea Roberts
Debbie Robertson
Les and Diane Robertson

B.J. Romans
Lisa and Tim Romberger
Donald Ross and Allison Elliot
Noel Rozentals
Bradley Sales
Peter and Florence Salmond
Jay and Tracey Salvatori
Janice and Greg Scheffee
Raymond and Marilyn Selbie
Larry and Lenora Sereda
Sandy and Scott Sharman
David Sharpless and Janet Mills
Ruth and Stuart Sheppard
Sandra Shields
Frederick Shuttleworth and Ann Mills
Elizabeth and Kenneth Sinclair
Kirsten Sixt and Ian Hull
David Smith and Kathyrn Salmond
Donald Smith
John (Jack) Smith
Mrs. Sharon and John Stephens
Ronald Stephens and Linda
David Stewart and Cindi
Nora Stewart
Ron and Linda Stinson
Catherine Swift
William Switzer and Nan Shuttleworth
Michael and Mary Tambosso
Robert Taylor & Johanna Landert-Taylor
Sally Teasdel
Michael and Erin Thomas
Arlene Thomson
Beverley and David Thomson
Ian Thomson
Doug and Kathy Thorn
Stuart and Heather Timbers
David and Phyllis Todd
Susan Topping-Paull and Larry Paull
David and Heather Toswell
John and Darla Turner
Margaret Turner
Cathy Tyler and John Bordignon
Jean Tyler
Cathy Van Groenigen and Larry
Martin and Liette van Niekerk
Jeff and Laurel Vanhaverbeke
Anthony and Juliane vanLieshout
Andy and Sara Vartanian
Peter and Ann Varty
Ted and Susan Vasey
Jack and Shirley Venner
Julie Wade and Michael Goldsmith
Michael and Sandy Wade
Stephanie and Kenneth Wade
Tricia Wade and Chris deKluyver
Mary-Lou Wagget-Macklin & Bob Maclin
Jan Walker
Mike and Dianne Whitmarsh
Gary and Susan Wiles
John Wilms and Lalitha Raman-Wilms
David and Wendy Yeates
Bogdan and Martha Yordache
Daniel Zakaib
Ellen Zufelt
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